April
Instead of April
showers it rained...

Instead of April Showers it Rained
By: Grace Kirkham
Mrs. Smith’s 6th grade class

It all started one day...
The clouds came together. They made sky dark, but the
clouds were not black, in fact, they were another color.
They were purple or pink or a mix of the two, but
whatever it was it was not like the others.
The sky seemed to rumble in the gentlest way and out of
the sky, flowers on blossoms came tumbling down. The
Flowers sunk into the ground and around the corner
water droplets came bounding out of the ground.
Why was the Earth so confused? It might have been
because the sky had changed. But the biggest reason is
that flowers own the world.
The End

Instead of April Showers it Rained…
By: Jaina Pearson
Mrs. Wride’s 6th grade Class

It was supposed to be a rainy day. I wanted to go outside and play in
the April showers. When I went outside, it was not raining rain. It was
raining marshmallows! All the kids were outside stuffing them in their
mouths. Some were trying to catch them in their mouths. I grabbed a
few extra jumbo ones and made huge smores. After it finished raining
marshmallows, it rained chocolate. I grabbed some for my smores.
After the chocolate, it rained graham crackers. I made the biggest
smore and ate it. It took me two days to finish because the
marshmallow was so big. I had to find a big graham cracker and a big
chocolate bar to eat it with the proper ratio of all the ingredients. That
was such a fun day. I hope it rains smores again instead of rain this
year.

The End

“Instead of April showers, it rained................”
By: Khison Smith
Mrs Wride’s 6th Grade Class

CHICKENS!! This led to the upricing of the empire of Chick-FlA!!! Where cows ruled the earth!!! (and where lucky charms
made a remarkable comeback thanks to the river of milk that
flows over Kaysville, Provo, Salt Lake ect.) Then the chickens
rebeled against Chick-FL-A and engaged in an epic food fight
with the cows. The fight ended when a pig threw onion
grenades at the armies. That’s what started the peace
beetween the cows and chickens.
THE END!!!!!

Instead of April showers, it rained…
By: Logan James & Bryson Bernhardt
Mrs. Wride’s 6th Grade class

Instead of April showers, it rained April
FLOWERS!! There was a guy named Jeff. He loved
the sun and flowers. He didn’t like the rain because
it got him wet. One day when he was walking home
from work, it started to rain! He started running so
he didn’t have to be touched by the rain. He was
soaked by all that rain. Then he said aloud, “WHY
DOES THE RAIN HAVE TO COME EVERY SPRING!!”
Then he found a 4-leaf clover and wished that water
would never fall from the sky ever again. Well, his
wish came true. Fortunately, he found another 4leaf clover. He said, “Well, I do love flowers, so I
wish that it would rain flowers.” He had no Idea
that It would work, but it did!! It started raining
flowers. He was SO happy. He went on with his day
catching flowers and smelling them as they fell from
the sky.

The next day, the oceans filled up with flowers
and an earthquake happened! It made a huge
flower tsunami!! When the flower tsunami went
across towns and cities, it decorated all the
buildings and houses. In April, they found out that
once a year, there would be a huge flower tsunami
and make all the buildings and houses look
beautiful again. They called it the April flowers.

The end

Raining Dogs and Cats
By: Marielle Jensen
Mrs. Smith’s 6th grade class

One day I was outside playing with my friends.
We jumped on the tramp, swung on the swings and
did cartwheels all around. After a while we got tired
and decided to go in. However, as we were walking
in, it started raining! And not normal rain.... it was
raining cats and dogs! It was super awesome but
kind of scary! We didn’t want to get hit by the
animals but now we had tons of pets! And all of
them were so cute! It stayed raining for a while and
we didn’t know what to do after. But that’s ok.
Because for now, I’m just reliving the memory of it
raining cats and dogs!
The End

